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Golden Milk 

 

I’m lazy in the neck tonight, each starling mentions what I read 

by hand, as syllables go dark against the backdrop tingling 

mesh as if a signature made bold then faint then bold again  

 

An effervescent fealty takes another name that threatens to 

subtract sweetness from walled performance spaces meant for 

pros and prose parlaying value for a venue meant to displace 

pounce 

 

Each earned inflection seems to curve into a place to be 

affirmed I’m tired and ready to repeat an early  

step to manufacture an inversion to be talked to death until 

emergent wilderness comes through like a bank loan 

 

I claim to love italics but in moderation, any time you walk 

vocabulary words down lanes the empty sidelines shepherd 

riverways where livestock and the sunlight chasten quietude 

 

When at first I thought to cherish, sentences felt round again 

and timed to mean a penny’s worth of comfort for  

a price no one afforded as maturity required infinity of 

company  

 

Winnowed by intention meaning breath the very current that I 

draw for you to make a midnight half informal and recover 

from the daylight forced into a place once honored now a sham 

to ruin depth perception 

 

The unevenness of Damocles equates to feeling frightened as a 

patriarch who claims self-made ness where madness shows the 

damages replay potential like  

a phrase intoned by lesser minds  
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Now the brambles go to seed and singular displacement falters 

as the stories are retold retrieved and press ahead into the 

road lines leading one presumes to better placement where the 

lanes are blurred and scar 

 

The riverways still carry thinking forward via bodies fresh from 

hammocks following the lie-down after winter engineered to 

formulate a sound distinct from tones once heard and rumored 

to subside 

 

Who we each become as we together flow returns to teach us 

what we taught another else to tweak the words and silhouette 

a little melody with haloing from darkness hand knit scarves of 

light 

 

This wash of young emotive bliss gives up restraint from flesh 

resembling dowager demeanor that would overturn the impulse 

to eject a rough and centered inference impossible to unfurl  

 

The yield curve damages cardinal virtues in the balance makes 

us vestiges of thinking feeling breathing fluent light into 

another being until the boundaries dissolve become impossible 

to explain 

 

Pirouette distills the body’s innocence into a riveting advance 

to order the disorder and array new selves in tincture toward 

an exponential glee of leaving glyphs along the roadside and 

inventing new permission to be whole 
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Yes 

 

Homophily detracts from shapely thought. A quiet history 

comes back to taunt. Syllables when left alone show 

goodness-of-fit. The tone of your remarks exasperates what 

it exaggerates. The litmus shakes off center-stage 

indenture. My home-fed darling, do you live the dreamscape 

or abide by centered sight? Lead me in your sleep. Sorrow 

folds itself in tidy squares until we wring our hands to 

skeptical intention. Was it that way in our youth, regression 

to the mean? My window is a syllable at least one time. 

Finessing arteries implored to refuel depth. 

 

Senators, then citizens, then no one there at all 
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Overgaard was lovely lace beneath 

the sky’s young face repeating 

its eternity to washed space 

between violets and minerals 

untraced, the broken stalled 

stovetops confirmed 

smoothness woods and 

glowing lines of kindling  

to the tune of semiotic 

staves a mile from obligation  

trading wind for purity 

of diamonds near the cloister 

of the Eleanor the bread and blunder 

speech of thought and motion 

holding ground until the homonyms 

went quiet echoing their last 
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I Used to Be a Person 

 

I used to be a person I was interesting I used to be 

and now I plod I plod through basic obligations 

that shift constantly shift as if there were no stasis 

The stasis I so love that tunes me to attunement 

 

variegated and stilt free and maybe luminous 

still luminous I used to want to dry out in the sand light 

where the bathing suits were scarce and I could breeze 

with all the sun breeze I could think I could feel 

 

pulse your pulse I could be wooden or just flex 

and I could read myself into the reeds and reading 

and the dimples of the quasi light would beam 

their tiny tidy little beamlets so the bounty was a thin 

 

young overtone about to burst into a bluster 

or a breast or even joyously foul language pretty 

as a rap tone in the alley sunlight think about it 

how can we still blush if there is only nothing there? 
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Wear Out Welcome 

 

A gentleman of soft sweaters 

and a mouth relaxed and listening. 

What of the eyes would keepsake 

what he heard? 

 

The hands this graceful, that 

forming a light grip on the arm rests. 

Reported to build plots from scatterings. 

Let them form themselves in range 

of hearing. How he heard seemed quiet. 

 

His photograph in black and white shows  

gray with furniture and paneling.  

A season disguised by being in the house. 

We can guess by looking in on, just surmising 

how the morning started and transcended into afternoon. 

 

Just like that his visage held, and how it seemed 

almost to know him was to want a talk 

that would not come unless by accident. 

If one began a conversation about something  

he had noticed or had known then wished to say. 
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Brown Rice Green Tea 

 

Give me a color to transcend, I'll drink to something 

if you promise not to 

give me something worse than joy to sip and savor and 

savoy my way through down time 

 

in the middle of faux Flagstaff woods and blooming 

pine (does pine bloom) scents and sensing and serenity 

all mine all ours all forenoon long and lengthwise 

through the down time morning afternoon and frivolous 

 

young incompletion I so love to bask in then report 

then quiet down then freeze frame like eternity 

should be comprised of all the scuttlebutt of nothing 

to reveal report recuse recycle or rescind 

 

I want my power of attorney to be lapsed and shadow 

artistry if you still have a block of chalk a sidewalk 

reminiscent of repairs nobody does or cares to do 

have done or multiply into some farthing of a wall or cul-de-sac 
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Any Integer 
 
To progress in life you must give up the things that you do not like.  
- Agnes Martin 

 
I have retrieved the tree that stays busy sprouting and then shedding 
leaves. 
 
Successive and hinged features of what amounts to breathing as I know it. 
 

Flecks of soft rain look like plump snow.  
 

Any integer will do is how the caterwaul alerts us to nothing worth thinking. 
 

I see my friend who is in pain at first now soften artificially as he relaxes into 
quiet. 
 
I would prefer that he do work he learns to be. 
 
Chapter includes versatile endowments. Plural things immerse us in them 
many days. 

 
One moment is like this. It shifts.  
 
We staple this to lean young branches at a time. 
 

One sort of frost. The noise of January starting to recede into a pattern once 
let go. 

 
I think there is robustness in ideas. 
 
I tell them to a common mirror without seeking to accumulate. 
 
I heard one fact or two be winter for a while. 

 
Many pretty lines of code go wild again until smoothed down.  
 
I need beauty to be there and multiply.  
 

I need time to hold still. 
 

If I evaporate, I need never notice.  
 
Meaning might be tacit. 

 


